
PUFFS AUDITION MATERIALS
Thank you for auditioning for PUFFS! We’re so excited to work with you!

Please prepare the following monologue with two opposite
interpretations/intentions (i.e. terribly shy vs annoyingly confident or pure hearted

vs comically evil)
Because everyone will be doing the same monologue, PLEASE do not feel

bound to perform it as the character it was originally written for.

WAYNE HOPKINS: Question. Hypothetical. What if I don’t have enough of a personality for the
magic talking hat to sort me? Like…how much authority does this hat really have? Never mind.
…This place is crazy huh? I never thought I’d go to school in a castle. Pretty cool. I’ve never
really liked school. People were mean. To me. I’m talking too much. You probably have all your
own nervous thoughts going on…. Can I tell you something? I think I might be…special? I watch
a lot of movies and read lots of books, and it’s like: a normal boy finds out he actually has
amazing abilities and is swept away to a new magical world? Does that sound familiar?
Because that is now my ACTUAL life. And THAT kid, through some incredible circumstances
always becomes like the most important person. Like in the whole world. A sort of…Chosen
One. AHH! Magic is real and this orphaned boy wizard is ready for seven years of amazing
adventures!

Because the majority of the cast will be switching between multiple roles, please
also prepare at least two of these character snippets below.

XAVIA JONES (evil, crazy, dangerous) - I want you to hurt them. Torture them. Kill them,
maybe? Prove to me that you are my daughter.

MYRTLE (quirky, unpredictable, odd ghost) - Goodbye,
Cedric. Think of me every time you see a toilet. Waaaaahhhhhhhhh!

A CERTAIN POTIONS TEACHER (slimy, sinister, mean, demanding) - You are the most
dunderheaded students I have ever seen sit in my class. If you manage to succeed in my
course this year, I will eat a shoe. Ten points from the Puffs.

UNCLE DAVE (Distant, goofy, not ready for parenthood) Oh my Gawd! I forgot to tell you.
Yer a Wizard, Wayne! …Also, wizards exist! … and you are one. Just like your British parents.
Oh right! Yer parents were British! Wow. We gotta talk more. Come on, I’ll drive ya to the
Airport!



THANK YOU!


